SCM-DAY 2015
18.11.2015
Supply Chain Management Forum XIV

Excellent international programme!
» Big Data and the Supply Chain
» lean is here again - how you can boost your supply chain by using lean

Keynote speakers:
Big Data and Digital products explained - for Logistics
Kenneth Verlage
CIO & Vice President
PostNord Logistics

Using lean to introduce innovative thinking across an organisation
Andrew Lahy
Vice President, Global Logistic Solutions
Panalpina World Transport Ltd

“One of the top 25 lean thinkers in Europe”
(Lean Journal of Management)

Our Lead Partners:
Programme 18.11.

08.30 Registration & morning coffee and networking on the exhibition area

09.30 Opening of the event
Sami Sarpola, Chairman of the seminar, Senior Business Process Analytics Manager, Microsoft

09.35 Internet of Things. How Wärtsilä utilizes big data in service supply chain?
Stefan Nygård, General Manager, Asset Performance Optimisation, Services, Wärtsilä

10.10 Ways the Internet of Things Will Benefit the Supply Chain
Daniel Dombach, Director EMEA Industry Solutions, Zebra Technologies Germany GmbH

10.45 Discussion and break

11.05 KEYNOTE / MORNING
Big Data and Digital products explained - for Logistics
Kenneth Verlage, CIO & Vice President, PostNord Logistics

11.50 Lunch and time for networking on the exhibition area

13.00 KEYNOTE / AFTERNOON
Using lean to introduce innovative thinking across an organisation
Andrew Lahy, Vice President, Global Logistic Solutions, Panalpina World Transport Limited

13.45 Lean thinking in logistics operations at Bosch
Payam Dehdari, Senior Manager, Diesel Systems, Customer Logistics and Planning, Robert Bosch GmbH

14.15 DHL Continuous Improvement approach; How does DHL use Lean/Six Sigma in their Continuous Improvement
Ellen Brian, Director Continuous Improvement Europe, Middle East & Africa, DHL Supply Chain

14.45 Coffee break and time for networking on the exhibition area

15.15 Development of lean based production planning and management in MEMS -manufacturing
Sanna Rousi, Sr. Manager, Production System Development and Production Planning, Murata Electronics Oy

15.45 Destroying Monuments -Gaining productivity by rightsizing equipment
Pekka Huovinen, Senior Lean Leader - EMEA, GE Healthcare

16.15 Summary of the seminar day
Sami Sarpola, Chairman of the seminar, Senior Business Process Analytics Manager, Microsoft

16.25 Oracle & Inspirage After work party!
Networking, cocktails & evening snack and Robert Jägerhorn's magic & stand up -show

“I’m participating in SCM Day to hear the latest trends in field of Supply Chain and also from the latest tools for modern day Supply Chain Management.”
Jyrki Ristinen, Manager, Logistics and Quality at Oy Medifon Ab

Programme is subject to changes

Date and place:
18.11.2015 Niemi Center, Veturitie 13 H,
00240 Helsinki , Finland

Registration by November 4th:
› www.logy.fi/scmday
› yhdistys@logy.fi
› +358 44 3367083

Participation fee:
540 €, LOGY members 490 €
public sector 340 €, LOGY members 290 €
VAT will be added to the participation fees.

Further information:
Johanna Toivanen,
forum officer
› johanna.toivanen@logy.fi
› +358 43 824 3481

The participation fee will be invoiced before the seminar. The prices include the electronic materials as well as lunch and coffees.